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Put essential ECG information at your fingertips! Based on Barbara Aehlertâ€™s popular ECGs

Made Easy, 5th Edition, this full-color pocket reference makes it easy to identify ECG rhythms and

highlights basic information on cardiac conditions that cause dysrhythmias. Each rhythm includes a

brief description, a summary of the characteristics of the rhythm, and a sample rhythm strip. A

handy, compact size makes this reference ideal for use in the field!    Brief, condensed information

provides essential ECG guidelines at a glance.Numerous tables, boxes, and illustrations highlight

and summarize key information.
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This is perhaps the best pocket-sized book one will find on the market. It has great illustrations and

covers all areas of cardiology and common ECG strips. However, my instructor said he had mixed

opinions about this book relating to how accurate some of the ECG strips are?

This book is a mini EKG text book. I was looking for quick reference guide, mostly for identifying

dysrhythmias.I guess if you took the class and didn't pay attention, this might work. I'm gad it was

cheap. Not what I needed.

If you already have read the textbook and have a vague idea what to expect from ECGs, this book

would be a good reference. However, I mistakenly purchased this book instead of the actual



textbook and did not have all the information I needed. Luckily, I was able to look at the slides from

class the get the information I was missing, but it would have saved time to have all the information

in one place.

This book is well written and helps the reader understand something that is complex. I like how it

breaks everything down, explains what is going on and in which area of the heart the event is

occurring.

My sister has been using this for her EKG class.She says that this book has helped her more than

her regular classroom book. She's not the one to study very much,so this book being so easy to

understand has helped her out so much.

I bought this book for my medicine and CCU rotation. It fits in your pocket and it is a great colorfull

review of EKG basics. I really recommend having this resource for any rotation where you might

have to review EKGs

Information wise it was adequate... as a quick overview but 25 dollars when i got the book i cried. It

super thin i can place it in a mead paper folder and would not know something was in it.. for the size

of the size of the book it should not be more than 10 dollars.. i could have bought another medical

book twice the price like i purchased the crash course general medicine and its a sizable book... this

was OVERPRICED!!!

I thought it was textbook until I received it and found that it's only reference. Had to rent the

additonal textbook for the class. The textbook is much better with all details.
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